2-Year Standard Warranty can
be extended for an additional 3
years for around $79 per pager.
Pager Programming is easily
accessed via a small software
download from
www.unicationusa.com . The
programmer base receives its
power from the USB cable. Any
future updates will be available
through your dealer.
PL Tone Customization
eliminates the nuisance of
unwanted radio traffic by
putting your TPL or DPL within
the G1 pager, also eliminating
the need to remain in “selective
call” mode.
Backlighting allows the pager’s
screen to remain (as a
nightlight) or off while charging.
Tones can be assigned up to
seven different backlight colors
to identify the type of call.

General Fund Savings can be expected as the unexpected cost of repairs or replacement of
pagers due to water, dust, or fall damage is mitigated.
Pager Identification helps quickly get
misplaced pagers back to their owners. The
G1 screen can be programmed with the
Department’s name, username or employee
ID. Any pagers left in the cab area of
apparatus or around the stations can be
instantly identified and returned.
Mutual Aid calls are made easier thanks to
the G1 scanning and playback features. Fire
Departments covering their neighboring
departments can program in and scan each
other’s frequencies (same band) and tones.
The Mutual Aid calls tone out and will
activate the G1’s recording features and the
user can play back the call, as needed, to
validate unfamiliar addresses instead of
asking over the air.
Voice Recording on the G1 pager can be
helpful for documenting combative patients.
Police Officers can review witness
statements later. Recordings can be used for
reminders of future tasks or meetings, or the
feature can be disabled altogether.

Replay Delay can be used to require a
two second “press and hold” on the replay
button to avoid hearing a message if you
accidentally bump the button. The pagers
can be programmed either for button
push or two second hold.
Tone/replay automatically mutes
squelch when the pager stops toning and
goes into record mode, if the dispatcher
does not speak right away, the pager will
NOT record the “squelch”. When the user
presses the replay button, the user will
see a “play bar”, time, date, and the tone
ID. No audio will be heard until the
dispatcher speaks.
Custom Tones can be created for up to 8
groups with up to 16 sets of tones per
group.
Tone Out Alert Customization allows the
user to identify the type of call by the alert
type, backlighting, or on-screen display.

Waterproof and submersible up to a
depth of 3 feet for 30 minutes. The G1
can withstand being dropped into a
porta tank or drainage ditch.
Dustproof against drywall, ash, dust
and other fire ground particles. The G1
pager can be worn on the outside of
turnout gear to monitor calls and
operations and simply washed off
under a faucet once the work is done.
Durable Rubber Housing minimizes
the chances of the pager getting
cracked or otherwise damaged when
personnel put on their bunker pants, or
get into and out of their personal
vehicle or apparatus.
The Charging Stand snugly seats the
G1 pager. In addition, the charger has
a USB connection to charge phones or
other devices.
User friendly Front Screen allows
personnel to customize options within
the G1 pager on the job.

Customizable Sensitivity can be
configured to further increase alert
ranges. This reduces issues with
dead spots and indoor coverage
assuring personnel are alerted to a
call.
Eliminates Confusion for personnel
regarding channel selections. The
backlight, front screen will display the
current channel allowing personnel to
quickly validate their selection and
ensure they are on the correct
channel.

Multitude of Scanning Options adds
flexibility for stations and personnel. The
G1 can be set up to scan any local area fire
departments on the same frequency
band. You can also set your fire
department as a priority while in scan
mode. If your department tones out, scan
will stop and your pager will alert and
record. In addition, personnel who work
and vacation away from their home area
are able to set up another scan zone,
allowing them to monitor the area they
are in.
Rechargeable AAA Batteries power the
G1 and are purchased from any local
store. This eliminates having to purchase
proprietary batteries at a higher cost.

Questions? Please contact:
Kurt Fechter
(248) 929-6020
kfechter@digicomglobal911.com

Over the years, fire
pagers have struggled to
keep up with firefighters.
The G1 pager solves
these issues with
unparalleled
customization for
personnel and rugged
durability for the job.

